A Journey Through “Physicians of the Heart —A Sufi View of the 99 Names of Allah”
Tuesday evening class with Murshid Wali Ali Meyer

8:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. at the Mentorgarten
410 Precita Avenue, San Francisco CA

Chapter by chapter we will explore this incredibly rich text, which takes us deeply into the understanding of the divine perfections as inherent qualities to be awakened in the human soul. Prayerful recitation of the sacred Names, breathing exercises, contemplation, and dance will be essential elements of our work together.

In general, we will take up one chapter per month throughout 2014. The class may continue on as needed to complete our study. Open to all, with no requirement to attend the full series. Come to as many classes as you feel called. $20 requested donation.

This systematic presentation of the material is offered for both local and distant students in response to the great interest in this material throughout the world. These classes are audio-recorded, and are available for download on a ‘dana’ basis – the Buddhist term for generosity in respect for teachings offered.

Khankah SAM hosts a community potluck dinner at the kitchen at 65 Norwich Street at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday evenings. You are cordially invited to join us and then walk down a block to the Mentorgarten for class.

October 15, 2013
November 26
January 21, 2014
February 18
March 18
April 22
May 20
June 17
July 22
August 26
September 23

Links and contacts for:
• more information about the book: PhysiciansoftheHeart.com
• for these and other online classes with Murshid Wali Ali: waliali101.org
• for information and questions, about the online audio recordings of the series contact: Tawwaba; tawwaba@gmail.com
• regular updates on this and other local events, check: sufipaths.net where you can sign up to receive Bay Area Sufi event announcements including this class. Contact shafee@sufipaths.net for assistance if needed.